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Abstract

Introduction

Brands often use jingles or melodies as their sound signature (i.e., an audio

logo), yet research on how audio logos might connote certain brand attributes (e.g.,

healthfulness) is sparse. Healthy consumption is one of the fastest-growing global

trends and in the current paper, we demonstrate that higher (vs. lower) frequency

audio logos are significantly associated with healthy (vs. less healthy) foods across

food categories, while the effect of tempo is neutral. Interestingly, healthy (vs. less

healthy) foods are also associated with high (vs. low) visual frequency stimuli. These

findings have implications for brand sound logos and packaging aimed at connoting

healthy products.

Audio brand logos are an important marketing tool that can communicate brand

meaning in a non-visual sensory channel. Brands often employ jingles or melodies as

their sound signature (e.g., McDonald’s, Intel) to convey their core brand values. While

past research has mostly focused on how background noise and ambient music

influences consumers selection of healthy or unhealthy food choices (e.g., Huang &

Labroo, 2019; Biswas et al., 2018), scant research to date has investigated how brands

can deploy auditory cues embedded in their acoustic logos to connote healthfulness of

associated food products. Therefore, the present study investigates how audio logo

attributes (i.e., frequency and tempo) might influence the expected healthfulness of

certain foods.

Prior research has demonstrated that high (vs. low) frequency sounds are

considered light (heavy) in weight and smaller (larger) in size (Walker & Smith, 1984;

Lowe & Haws, 2017; Parise & Spence, 2009; Spence, 2011). Similarly, healthy foods are

often described as light (vs. heavy) foods and small (vs. large) serving sizes (Motoki et

al., 2021). In terms of tempo, it appears that participants spent longer eating duration

when the musical tempo is slower (faster) (Mathiesen et al., 2020), and slow-paced (vs.

fast-paced) eating is associated with lighter bodyweight and smaller food and calorie

intake (Shah et al., 2014; Tanihara et al., 2011). Given that, we predicted that

H1: Audio logos created with high (vs. low) frequency would be associated with

healthier (vs. less healthy) foods.

H2: Audio logos created with slow (vs. fast) tempo would be associated with healthier

(vs. less healthy) foods.

Methods and Data

Discussion

Across three studies, participants were presented with fictitious audio logos

(S1 and S2) or grating images (S3) followed by a pair of food images (healthy vs.

unhealthy) and were instructed to match food images that best suited the presented

stimuli (i.e., audio logos or grating images). The data were analysed using Wilcoxon

signed-rank tests.

• Study 1 (n = 60). A 2 (frequency: high vs. low) x 2 (tempo: slow vs. fast) within-participants

design was used. The results showed that audio logos with high (vs. low) frequency were

associated with healthy (vs. unhealthy) foods (p < .001, r = .33), whereas slow (vs. fast)

tempo were associated with healthy (vs. unhealthy) foods at a marginally significant level (p

= .056, r = .17).

• Study 2 (n = 59). Study 2 adopted a design similar to Study 1; instead of healthy vs.

unhealthy foods (e.g., salad vs. burger), food images within the same category were used

(e.g., bacon cheeseburger vs. soy burger, spring salad vs. salad with fries). The results

showed that audio logos with high (vs. low) frequency were more associated with healthier

burgers and salad bowls as opposed to their less healthy counterparts (burgers: p = .002, r =

.29; salad bowls: p = .003, r = .27); the effect of tempo and the food category was neutral (ps

> .5).

• Study 3 (n = 57). Prior research suggests that sound frequency is analogous to visual

frequency (e.g., as reflected by the high vs. low-frequency sine-wave gratings in the

psychophysics literature). In a pre-test study, we confirmed that high (vs. low) frequency

audio logos were associated with high (vs. low) frequency grating images (p = .002, r =

.29). In the main study, we sought to verify the association between high (vs. low)

frequency gratings and healthy (vs. unhealthy) foods. The results revealed that high (vs.

low) frequency grating images were associated with healthy (vs. unhealthy) foods (p = .03,

r = .20).

Finding support for our hypotheses, we demonstrate that variations of

frequency in the audio logos can influence the expectations of food healthfulness,

specifically high (vs. low) frequencies are more associated with healthier (vs. less

healthy) foods. This effect is demonstrated not only in healthy vs. unhealthy food

categories but also within the same category of foods where the degree of

healthfulness varies (e.g., healthy vs. unhealthy burger). Interestingly, high (vs. low)

frequency visual images are also associated with the expectations of healthy (vs less

healthy) foods.

Contributions

1. These findings add to the extant literature on sound symbolism and

crossmodal sensory associations by showing that visual and audio cues (e.g., images

and sound logos), when congruent with food attributes, can adequately shape the

perception of food healthfulness.

2. The findings can guide the brand managers in designing brand sound

logos and visual stimuli (e.g., those on packaging) that can convey the healthfulness

of the associated product.
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